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Review to 20 years’ emergence of I. T.
In the last about 5 years at the end of the 20th century, maybe, as
furthermore on welcoming the come close of Year 2000, from USA the “internet
culture” a wholly new social atmosphere could be called to arise.
That could be counted as that, since 24-8-1995 Microsoft introduced its
new product: Windows 95.
Previously, from around the mid-1980s Microsoft could be called that, it
promoted the commodities of Word, Excel resulted the change of clerical &
accounting-ledgering from paper-documental, to software mode through
computer equipment.
This can be said the fundamental core to consolidate the social “cultural
custom” before emergence of Internet. Hence, from near end of 1980 decade,
we could gradually have gotten familiar with using “software in lieu of paper”
with “keyboard instead of pen” for being on duty in our daily lives.
And then, since introduction of new Windows 95, Word, Excel with
Internet Explorer’s promotional package therein, it really made us to be
sophisticated in that new age of Internet-Culture. Similarly, the film of like
Kodak, Fuji, with optics-camera’s market, was gradually substituted by new
one of (.jpg) digital photo’s popularity, too.
So from around 1995, a new social concept of family-office, had been as
exploded to be familiar with throughout the world.
And since 2005 arising of YouTube, which it further enables the on-link
broadcast of video, with music-video on extensive dissemination, really
resulted cyber-TV not a new strange thing thereafter!
On recall, it’s really deemed except on dwindle of market of cinema-film
business, generally, the internet really has being given us a much more
convenient platform for information exchange. Especially the new
zero-paper-operating culture, truly took part largely on conducive into practice
of environmental friendliness. Deeply hope, on prospect we will further
optimized on its utilization so as, to fortune future generation.
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